Abstract. We give a purely algebro-geometric proof that if the α-invariant of a Q-Fano variety X is greater than dim X/(dim X +1), then (X, O X (−K X )) is K-stable. The key of our proof is a relation among the Seshadri constants, the α-invariant and K-stability. It also gives applications concerning the automorphism group.
Introduction
The α-invariant is introduced by Tian [32] to give a numerical criterion for the existence of Kähler-Einstein metrics on Fano manifolds. On the other hands, it is conjectured that the existence of Kähler-Einstein metrics would be equivalent to K-stability of manifolds which is a certain version of stability notion of Geometric Invariant Theory. The purpose of this paper is to study a direct relation between the α-invariant and K-stability from algebro-geometric viewpoint and give some applications.
Let X be an n-dimensional smooth Fano manifold. We take into account a compact sub Lie group G (possibly trivial) of the holomorphic automorphism group Aut(X). Let ω be a fixed G-invariant Kähler form with Kähler class c 1 (X). Let P G (X, ω) be the set of Kähler potentials defined by
Tian [32] introduced the invariant α G (X) = sup{α > 0 | ∃C(α) s.t.
X e −αϕ ω n < C(α) for all ϕ ∈ P G (X, ω)}.
This is independent of the choice of ω. If G is trivial, we denote it by just α(X). Then, he proved Fact 1.1 (Tian [32] ). If α G (X) > n n+1
, then X admits a Kähler-Einstein metric.
Let us recall the following conjecture, which was finally formulated in [10] . Conjecture 1.2 (cf. [35] , [33] , [10] ). Let (X, L) be a smooth polarized variety. X has a Kähler metric with constant scalar curvature (cscK metric) with Kähler class c 1 (L) if and only if (X, L) is K-polystable. In particular, if X is a Fano manifold, then X has a Kähler-Einstein metric if and only if (X, O X (−K X )) is K-polystable.
From the recent progress in Conjecture 1.2 (in particular, [33] , [11] , [9] , [30] ), one direction is proved as follows. Fact 1.3. Let Aut(X, L) be the group of holomorphic automorphisms of a polarized manifold (X, L). If Aut(X, L) is discrete and (X, L) admits cscK metrics, then it is K-stable.
The case where Aut(X, L) is not discrete is studied in [17] and [18] . Combining Fact 1.1 and 1.3, we find that if α G (X) > n n+1
, then (X, O X (−K X )) is K-polystable. The main theme in our paper is recovering this relation directly in algebro-geometric way. For that, we replace α G (X) by the invariant in algebro-geometric context, which is often called the (global ) log canonical threshold defined by (1) lct G (X) := inf
In the second infimum in (1), Σ runs over the set of G-invariant sublinear system of | −mK X |. If G is finite, then we can replace (1) by (2) lct G (X) = inf
In particular, if G is trivial, we denote it by just lct(X). In the second infimum in (2) , D runs over the set of G-invariant effective divisors which are linearly equivalent to −mK X . Let us recall that, in general, for an effective Q-divisor D, the log canonical threshold lct(X, D) is an invariant to measure the singularities of a pair (X, D) as follows;
In the appendix of [7] by Demailly, it is explained that lct G (X) is equal to α G (X) of Tian, for smooth X with compact G. While α G (X) is defined in differential geometric way and used for the existence problem of Kähler-Einstein metrics on Fano manifolds, lct G (X) is defined and studied in purely algebro-geometric way. So, we work with lct G (X) instead of α G (X). We work over an algebraically closed field k with characteristic 0, since we use the resolution of singularities for the equality (6) . On the other hand, since that is the only point we need the assumption of characteristic, our main theorems 1.4 and 1.10 work up to dimension 3 over an arbitrary algebraically closed field with positive characteristic as well.
The main statement is as follows.
Theorem 1.4. Let X be a (log-canonical) Q-Fano variety with dim(X) = n and suppose that lct(X) > n n+1
We note that the log-canonicity of X in the assumption naturally follows from the assumption that lct(X) ≥ 0. Furthermore, the first author proved in [25] (modulo LMMP) that K-semistability of a Q-Fano variety X implies the log-canonicity of X.
We also note that this notion of K-stability implies that X does not admit any non-trivial one parameter subgroup in Aut(X). Therefore, together with Matsushima's obstruction to Kähler-Einstein metrics [20] , we have Corollary 1.5. Let X be a smooth Fano manifold over C with dim(X) = n and suppose that lct(X) > n n+1
. Then, Aut(X) is finite.
Although K-stability in Theorem 1.4 and the finiteness of Aut(X) in Corollary 1.5 might seem to be stronger than Fact 1.3, we can recover them in analytic way 1 . In fact, by using Tian's estimate in [32] , we find that if α(X) (without G-action) is strictly greater than n/(n + 1), then the set of Kähler-Einstein metrics is compact. The set of Kähler-Einstein metrics has a transitive action of the identity component Aut 0 (X) of Aut(X) by Bando-Mabuchi [3] and the connected component of its isotropy subgroup is a compact subgroup of Aut 0 (X) (cf. [20] ). Therefore, if Aut 0 (X) is not trivial, the set of Kähler-Einstein metrics is non-compact, which is in contradiction with the condition on α(X). Hence, Aut(X) is finite and K-polystability in Fact 1.3 is equivalent to K-stability.
We remark that the first author ( [24] ) also found similar proofs for the finiteness of Aut(X) by using K-stability in the case of general type varieties, which is well known, and of polarized Calabi-Yau varieties. Example 1.6. (i) For dim(X) = 2 case, it is easy to see that a blow up of general n(≥ 5) points of the projective plane has the finite automorphism group Aut(X). On the other hand, it is known that α(X) ≥ 2 3 for n ≥ 6 case and they have Kähler-Einstein metrics (see [34] and [5] ).
(ii) Let X be a general smooth hypersurface of degree n + 1 ≥ 3 in
(cf. e.g. [6] ). On the other hand, it is known that a smooth hypersurface has the finite automorphism group, due to [19] .
When we apply Fact 1.1, the group action of G plays important role. In fact, α(X) might not be large enough in general. The large symmetry of X by G makes α G (X) larger, i.e.,
We remark that the compactness of G is not necessarily assumed in our results. Example 1.7. (i) For a symmetric toric Fano manifold, in the sense of Batyrev and Selivanova [4] , α G (X) = 1 where G is a non-connected compact subgroup of Aut(X) (whose identity component is the algebraic torus). However, we can see α(X) ≤ 1 2 due to [29] .
(ii) Let X be the so-called Mukai-Umemura 3-fold. This is a compactification of the quotient SL(2, C)/Γ where Γ is the icosahedral group. Then, it is known that for an action of
(cf. [12] ) but α(X) = Then, we have Corollary 1.9. Let X be a (log-canonical) Q-Fano variety with dim(X) = n and suppose that lct
implies that G is trivial.
We note that the triviality of G follows from Corollary 1.5.
Also, we have the following in completely similar manner as the proof of Theorem 1.4. Theorem 1.10. Let X be a (log-canonical) Q-Fano variety with dim(X) = n and G be a (not necessarily compact) subgroup of
Here, we introduced new notions of G-equivariant K-stability ( resp. Gequivariant K-semistability), which are a priori weaker than the original notions of K-stability (resp. K-semistability)
2
. Their definitions will be explained in Section 2.2. Then, we have the following corollary thanks to the theorem of Matsushima [20] again. Corollary 1.11. Let X be a smooth Fano manifold over C with dim(X) = n and suppose that lct G (X) > n n+1
with some connected compact subgroup G ⊂ Aut(X). Then, Aut(X) is semisimple.
We also have analytic proof of Corollary 1.11, as well as Corollary 1.5, which is explained in the last section. Example 1.12. In Example 1.7 (ii), Aut(X) is isomorphic to PGL(2, C), which is semisimple. Remark 1.13. In Example 1.7 (i), Aut(X) is not semisimple, although α G (X) = 1. In fact, G is not connected. Therefore, the connectedness assumption of G is necessary in Corollary 1.11.
We have two keys to the algebro-geometric proof of Theorem 1.4 and 1.10; one is a relation between the log canonical thresholds and the Seshadri constants, and the other is an estimate of the Donaldson-Futaki invariants. The Seshadri constant is also a key in [13] . They used bend-and-break techniques and their related consequences, to yields the necessary estimates of the Seshadri constants. The estimate of the Donaldson-Futaki invariants is an application of the first author's formula [23] to compute them. This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we recall the definitions of terminologies and facts needed for the proof. In Section 3, we prove the first step. In Section 4, we prove the second step. In Section 5, we integrate the materials to complete the proof of theorems and corollaries.
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Preliminary
In this section, we make clear the definitions of the terminologies in the introduction. We call X a Q-Fano variety if −K X is an ample Q-Cartier Q-divisor.
2.1.
The log-canonicity and the log canonical thresholds. Consult [14] and the textbook [15, Section 9] for the details. Let (X, D) be a pair of a normal variety X and an effective Q-divisor D. Throughout this subsection, we assume that K X is Q-Cartier. Let π : X ′ → X be a log resolution of D, i.e., π is a proper birational morphism such that X ′ is smooth and the divisor π * D+E has a simple normal crossing support, where E is the exceptional divisor of π.
where a i ∈ Q and E i runs over the set of divisors of X ′ supported on the exceptional locus or the support Supp(π −1 * D) of the strict transform of D. The pair (X, D) is called log canonical if and only if a i ≥ −1 for any E i . This notion is independent of the choice of log resolution. From the definition (3), the log canonical threshold is determined as lct(X, D) = min
where
The log canonical threshold is also independent of the choice of log resolution. More generally, if π ′ is a proper birational morphism (possibly not a log resolution), the fact that such π ′ : X ′ → X is dominated by a log resolution implies (4) lct(X, D) ≤ min
where E ′ i runs over the set of divisors of X ′ supported on the exceptional locus or the support Supp(π ′−1 * D) of the strict transform of D. This is one of the essential observations in the first step of the proof.
The log canonical thresholds can be defined similarly for linear systems and ideals by using their log resolutions (cf. [15] ) as follows. Let L be an ample line bundle on X. Let Σ be a sublinear system of |L|. We say that a proper birational morphism π : X ′ → X is a log resolution of Σ if X ′ is smooth and there exist an effective divisor F on X ′ and a linear system Σ ′ ⊂ |π * L − F | such that
F + E has a simple normal crossing support and Σ ′ is base point free, where E is the exceptional divisor of π. Then, we denote
where E i are exceptional divisors of π and D is non-exceptional parts. We say that a pair (X, Σ) is log canonical if a i ≥ −1 for any E i . Then, we can define the log canonical threshold lct(X, Σ) by
Here, E i and D are as above. We note that the definition of lct(X, Σ) in the appendix [7] uses the complex singularity exponent, but it is equivalent to (5). The equivalence follows from a standard argument for the correspondence of the complex singularity exponent and the log canonical threshold for divisors. We note that the log canonical threshold lct(X, Σ) coincides with lct(X, D) for some effective Q-divisor D, which is Q-linearly equivalent to a member of Σ, by [15, Proposition 9.2.26]. Furthermore, lct(X, Σ) also coincides with the log canonical threshold for a coherent ideal sheaf lct(X, I), where I is the base ideal sheaf of Σ by [15, Example 9.2.23]. Let I ⊂ O X be a non-zero ideal of X. We say that π : X ′ → X as before is a log resolution of I if X ′ is smooth and there exists an effective divisor F on X ′ such that
F + E has a simple normal crossing support. Then, we can define lct(X, I) as before as
Here, E i are exceptional divisors of π and D is a non-exceptional part, again. for (X, L) is a polarize scheme (X , L) with a G m -action on (X , L) and a proper flat morphism Π : X → A 1 such that (i) Π is G m -equivariant for the multiplicative action of G m on A 1 , (ii) L is relatively ample (resp. relatively semi-ample), and
, which is a polynomial in k of degree n due to Riemann-Roch theorem. Since the G m -action preserves the central fibre X 0 of X , G m acts also on
, which is a polynomial of K of degree n + 1 due to the Mumford's droll Lemma (cf. [22, Lemma 2.14] and [23, Lemma 3.3] ) and Riemann-Roch theorem. Here, the total weight of an action of G m on some finite-dimensional vector space is defined as the sum of all weights, where the weights mean the exponents of eigenvalues which should be powers of t ∈ A 1 . Let us take rP (r)-th power and SL-normalize the action of G m on (Π * L)| {0} , then the corresponding normalized weight on (Π * L ⊗K )| {0} isw r,Kr := w(k)rP (r) − w(r)kP (k), where k := Kr. It is a polynomial of form n+1 i=0 e i (r)k i of degree n + 1 in k for k ≫ 0, with coefficients which are also polynomial of degree n + 1 in r for r ≫ 0 : e i (r) = n+1 j=0 e i,j r j for r ≫ 0. Since the weight is normalized, e n+1,n+1 = 0. The coefficient e n+1,n is called the Donaldson-Futaki invariant of the test configuration, which we denote by DF(X , L). For an arbitrary semi test configuration (X , L) of order r, we can also define the Donaldson-Futaki invariant as well by setting w(Kr) as the total weight of the induced action [28] ). We say that (X, L) is Ksemistable if and only if DF ≥ 0 for any non-trivial test configuration. We say that (X, L) is K-stable if and only if DF > 0 for all test configuration which are not almost trivial. We also say that (X, L) is K-polystable if and only if DF ≥ 0 for all test configuration which are not almost trivial, and DF = 0 only if a test configuration is isomorphic to a product test configuration away from a closed subscheme of codimension at least 2. Now, we define G-equivariant K-stability (resp. G-equivariant Ksemistability) as follows. We say that a test configuration (X , L) of a polarized variety (X, L) is G-equivariant if it is equipped with an extension of the natural G-action on (X , L)| Π −1 (A 1 −{0}) (which fixes coordinates of A 1 ) to the whole space (X , L). We note that the action of G naturally commutes with the G m -action. Then, G-equivariant Kstability (resp. G-equivariant K-semistability) in Theorem 1.10 means that the Donaldson-Futaki invariant of an arbitrary G-equivariant test configuration (X , L), which is not almost trivial (resp. trivial), is positive (resp. non-negative). Therefore, G-equivariant K-stability of (X, L) implies that Aut(X, L) does not include any algebraic subgroup which is isomorphic to G m and commutes with G.
We end this subsection with a small remark on an extension of the framework above. If we take a test configuration (resp. semi test configuration) (X , L), we can think of a new test configuration (resp. semi test configuration) (X , L ⊗a ) with a ∈ Z >0 . From the definition of Donaldson-Futaki invariant above, we easily see that DF((X , L ⊗a )) = a n DF((X , L)). Therefore, we can define K-stability (also K-polystability and K-semistability) of a pair (X, L) of a projective scheme X and an ample Q-line bundle L.
Seshadri constants. Let J ⊂ O X be a coherent ideal on X.
The Seshadri constant of J with respect to an ample Q-line bundle L is defined by
where π : X ′ → X is the blow up of X along J.
Flag ideals. See [23, Section 3] and [28, Section 3] for the details.
We say that a coherent ideal J ⊂ O X×A 1 is a flag ideal if it is of the form
where I 0 ⊂ I 1 ⊂ · · · I N −1 ⊂ O X is a sequence of coherent ideals of X. By using a flag ideal, we construct a special class of semi test configurations as follows. For a flag ideal J , let (B :
We assume that L(−E) is semiample. Then, (B, L(−E)) with the induced action from the usual action of G m on X × A 1 (i.e, G m acts only the second factor) defines a semi test configuration. Remark that if J = (t N ), then (B, L(−E)) defines a trivial test configuration, because the blow up morphism B → X × A 1 is trivial. The following says that it suffices to consider all semi test configurations only type of (B, L(−E)) in order to show K-stability. Note that the following proposition is a corrected version of [23, Corollary 3.11 (ii)] in [26] . 
]).
Suppose that X is normal.
(X, L) is K-stable if and only if DF (B, L(−E)) > 0 for all flag ideals which are not of the form (t N ), and r ∈ Z >0 such that B is normal and L(−E) is semi-ample.
Remark that the normality of B can be assumed without loss of generality. In fact, by normalizing, (B, L(−E)) can be made a test configuration with respect to some (possibly different) flag ideal with smaller Donaldson-Futaki invariant.
The log canonical thresholds and Seshadri constants
We prove the first step of the proof. Let X be a Q-Fano variety. Let J be a flag ideal. Let Π : B → X × A 1 be the blow up of X × A 1 along J . Assume that B is normal. We denote
Remark that these three divisors is supported only in the central fibre of X × A 1 . Then, the first step of the proof is as follows.
Proposition 3.1. Let X be a Q-Fano variety. If lct(X) > 0, then we have
, it suffices to show that
Take c ∈ Q >0 so that c < Sesh(I 0 , (X, O X (−K X ))). Let E be the exceptional divisor of the blow up π : From now on, we work with X × A 1 instead of X. For a pair (Y, ∆) of a normal algebraic variety Y and an effective Q-divisor ∆ on Y , and an effective Q-divisor F on Y , we denote the log canonical threshold of ((Y, ∆); F ) sup{c ∈ Q >0 | (Y, (∆ + cF )) is log canonical} by lct((Y, ∆); F ). Then, we get
The equality (6) follows from the inversion of adjunction of the log canonicity, which can be seen easily by taking the log resolution formed of π : X ′ ×A 1 → X ×A 1 where π : X ′ → X is a log resolution of (X, D) for this case. The inequality (7) follows by taking a log resolution of the blow up Bl I 0 (X × A 1 ) of X × A 1 along the ideal I 0 ⊂ O X×A 1 . The last inequality (8) follows from the inequality (4). In fact,
The proof is completed.
Estimates of the Donaldson-Futaki invariants
We prove the second step of the proof of Theorem 1.4 in this section. This is an application of the following formula in [23] to compute the Donaldson-Futaki invariant for a semi test configuration (B, L(−E)) derived from a flag ideal J ⊂ O X×A 1 .
4.1.
The formula for the Donaldson-Futaki invariants and its decomposition. Let us start from recalling the formula from [23] . 
is the blow up morphism and p 1 is the projection morphism. Suppose that L(−E) on B is semi-ample. Then, if B is normal, we have
In the above, the intersection numbers (L n−1 .K X ) and (L n ) are taken on X. On the other hand, KB /X×P 1 := KB − Π * K X×P 1 is an exceptional divisor onB and thus
n .KB /X×P 1 ) are intersection numbers taken onB. Now, we apply Theorem 4.1 to Fano case which is our concern. Let
In particular, we have
On the other hand, Theorem 4.1 implies
We estimate the first and the second terms in (10) separately. For the estimation of the second term, we use the bound for Seshadri constant (9).
4.2.
Estimation of the first term. Let us start from estimating the first term. Let us denote dim Supp(O X×A 1 /J ) by s. In our estimation, we will use the following elementary decomposition of polynomial. Lemma 4.2. There exist positive constants γ i and positive constants δ i,j (0 ≤ i ≤ n − 1, 1 ≤ j ≤ n − 1) with 0 < δ i,j < 1 such that the following equality of polynomials holds.
proof of Lemma 4.2. Let us put
It is an elementary fact that, for generic {δ i,j ∈ R >0 } 0≤i≤n−1, 1≤j≤n−1 ,
constitutes a basis of the vector space of homogeneous polynomials in S, T of degree n − 1. Hence, for generic {δ i,j } i,j , f can be written as a linear combination of g(S, T, {δ i,j } j ), i.e., there exist constants γ i such that
In particular, γ i = 1 for all i when
Perturbing {δ i,j } i,j in (12), we get γ i and {δ i,j } i,j satisfying (11). Here, we complete the proof of Lemma 4.2.
Think of the equality (11) substituted S by L and T by E. Note that L n+1 = 0. Hence, if s > 0 and J is not of the form (t N ), Lemma 4.2 implies
The last inequality follows from that E.L is a non-zero effective cycle. If s = 0, then it easily follows that
Summing up, we proved the following on the first term of (10). 
then the second term of (10) is positive so that DF(B, L(−E)) > 0. If the left hand of (13) is effective (possibly zero), then the second term of (10) is non-negative so that DF(B, L(−E)) ≥ 0.
proof of Proposition 4.4. We have already seen that the first term of (10) is non-negative. For the estimation of the second term, the following positivity is crucial.
Once we get Lemma 4.5, (13) and Lemma 4.5 immediately imply that the second term of (10) is strictly positive. The rest of this subsection will be devoted to the proof of Lemma 4.5. We prepare the following two results. 
(ii) The polynomials (T − 1) n−i T i−1 for 1 ≤ i ≤ n are linearly independent over Q. In particular, for the monomial T s for an arbitrary integer s with 0 < s ≤ n, there exist intergers m i (1 ≤ i ≤ n) such that
This is an elementary lemma on polynomials as Lemma 4.2, so we leave the proof to the reader. 
proof of Lemma 4.7. By cutting X × P 1 by the divisors corresponding to L ⊗r and (L − E) ⊗r , the proof of (14) (resp. (15)) can be reduced to the case where dim(X) = 2 (resp. dim(X) = n + 1 − s). Then, (14) (resp. (15)) follows from the Hodge index theorem (resp. the relative ampleness of (−E)). The proof of Lemma 4.7 is completed.
proof of Lemma 4.5. We decompose the left hand of Lemma 4.5 as follows;
The second term in (16) is non-positive, in fact
Let us apply Lemma 4.6 to the first term in (16) . Denote dim(Supp(O X×A 1 /J )) by s. Let consider the case where n ≥ 2. From Lemma 4.6, we find that for a sufficiently small ε ′ > 0 there exist (small) real constants (18) and n + 1 − i + ε i > 0 for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n − 1. From Lemma 4.7 and (18), we find that the first term in (16) is strictly positive. This holds for the case where n = 1 too, because
The proof of Lemma 4.5 is completed.
Proofs
Now, we complete the proof of theorems and corollaries.
proof of Theorem 1.4. From Proposition 3.1, we get (19) 
The proof is completed due to Proposition 4.4.
We comment on the case lct G (X) = n n+1
. From the proof of Proposition 4.3, we find that if X is not K-stable under the assumption, then dim Supp(O X×A 1 /J ) should be zero. Such situation seems to be quite rare as partially proved in [28, Theorem 4.29] and [27, proof of Theorem 4.1]. Let us assume that X is smooth. Let us recall that the minimal discrepancy of a smooth closed point in X × A 1 is n (cf. e. g. [1] ). On the other hand, Sesh(J , by the condition that s = 0 (cf. e. g. [27, Lemma 4.7] ). Here, m x,X is the maximal ideal of O X,x . Let us recall that we proved
From the above three remarks, it is likely that we could strengthen the inequality (20) so that the corresponding Donaldson-Futaki invariants are positive. Hence, we expect Conjecture 5.1. Let X be a smooth Fano manifold of dimension n. If lct(X) = n n+1 (resp. lct G (X) = n n+1 ), then (X, O X (−K X )) is K-stable (resp. G-equivariantly K-stable) or X is isomorphic to P n .
Corollary 1.5 can be proved by Theorem 1.4 and Matsushima's theorem. The latter says that if a smooth Fano manifold X admits Kähler-Einstein metrics, then Aut(X) is reductive. We note that we can also prove Corollary 1.11 analytically. Let us fix a G-invariant Kähler-Einstein metric ω KE and consider
From the estimate by Tian, we know that the set of G-invariant Kähler-Einstein metrics is compact. Furthermore, Aut 0 (X) acts transitively on the set of all Kähler-Einstein metrics, due to [3] , and the isotropy of the action is compact (cf. [20] ). Therefore, we conclude that F is also compact.
On the other hand, F should contain the center Z of Aut 0 (X) which as a closed subset. On the other hand, its identity component is isomorphic to an algebraic torus (cf. [21, Chapter1, Theorem 17.10]). Therefore, Z should be discrete and we end the proof.
